.4RSTRACT
Unfortunately, our previous analysis fails when local perturbations are introduced. The reason is that lower bounds are necessary as well as upper bounds and that a simple extension of the argument used in [4] and [5] would imderestimate these lower bounds by an order of magnitude. The purpose of the present work is to elaborate a methodology, detailed in Section 3, for obtaining accurate lower bounds in the presence of local perturbations.
The accuracy of these bounds has been tested on many examples, two of which are discussed in Section 4, the other ones being briefly commented on. It is worthwhile to mention that our lower bounds were always found at least reasonably accurate. The conclusions to be drawn on this basis concerning the scope of the algebraic approach, so completed, are reported in Section 5.
Standard definitions and notation used throughout the paper are the following. The order relation between real matrices and vectors of the same dimensions is the usual componentwise order: if A = (a ,j) and B = (h,j), then A < R if u, j < hij for all i, j, while A < B if a jj < h,, for all i, j; A is said to be nonnegative (positive) if A 2 0 (A > 0). If A = (a, j) is an n X n matrix, we denote by P = diag( A) the diagonal n X n matrix with entries p,, = u ,i. By e we denote the vector whose all components are equal to unity. All graph concepts used below refer to ordered undirected graphs.
UPPER EIGENVALUE BOUNDS
The results reported here are in the spirit of Reference [4] . The first one shows that, if any failure of the assumption ( 1.4) 
Proof.
We first observe [by induction on the successive row of (2.
2)]
that Z~X >, 0. Next, defining
we prove by induction on li that 1 l-r,>, 1 ;+zi+2
where 1, is the length of the longest increasing path of the (ordered) graph of I,, ending at i.
If i E I, we have by (2.2) and (2.3) that 2 Aa,,xi 2 &Pii'i:
Therefore, at each step of the induction proof, we need only consider the case i E iv \ I. and by the induction hypothesis
Hence, by the condition (2.4)
The con&sion follows by Theorem 3.1 of [4] . n It will become apparent from the results reported in later sections that the node set I should be kept as small as possible; in this respect the following genemlization of Theorem 2.1 may prove helpful in practical applications. We skip its proof, since it is very much the same as the previous one, showing by induction on I, (with the same definitions of 7, and I,) that 
iEA '\I, (2.9) ;+1+ 'kl(l-e)" 
LOWEK EIGENVALUE BOUNDS
;\s mentioned in the introduction, lower eigenvalue bounds constitute the main objective of the present work. No closed form formula will be presented, because none of sufficient accuracy has been obtained so far. Instead, a procedure will be described for obtaining lower bounds in specific situations. The accllracy that can be reached in this way will be illustrated on two typical examples discussed in the next section. 011r procedure is based on Theorem 3.1 developed in the first subsection I)elow. By this result, the estimation of a lower bound is reduced to the cletermination of a family y, of upper eigenvalue bounds for auxiliary pencils 1, -y/i, defined for i E I; here (A ,), ~, is a family of n X n matrices satisfying appropriate conditions while 3, is the n x n matrix whose only nonzero entry is the diagonal entry on its ith line, equal to unity.
The other subsection is intended for practical applications. _4 technique is described to determine families (A I ), ~ , of n X n matrices satisfying the required conditions; a few restrictions are suggested so that we may confine ollrselves to readily available bounds y,, three of which are listed in Table 1 \)elow. 
l'lworc&al Frumework

X2. Pmctical Considerations
Given a Stieltjes matrix A, we describe in this subsection a practical procedure for determining families (A,), E I of n X 11 matrices A, = ( CJ~\') satisfying the requirements of Theorem 3.1. We first proceed with a step-lrystep description of our construction;
we next prove that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled; we end with practical considerations pertinent to the determination of the parameters y,. step 1. Choose x > 0 such that AX 3 0, and let J be the set of indices j SIIC~ that ( Ax)~ > 0. Because A is a Stieltjes matrix, x exists and / is not empty.
Strp 2. For each 1 E I, determine the structure of A, by choosing its graph (or more precisely the graph of its nonzero principal submatrix); each one of these graphs must be a connected subgraph of A that includes both 1 and some j E J. For each j E J, let r, denote the number of members A, of the family (A ,), t I whose graph includes j.
stop :3. For each I E 1, choose arbitrarily the nonzero off-diagonal ui\) of ii, subject only to the following rnles:
9~11 -1. For each 1 E 1, determine the diagonal entries CI,:) of A, by if i@J, (,(I) -I, -if i E J.
\Ve now prove that the above procedure meets the requirements of Theorem i3.1.
It is readily seen that the nonzero principal submatrix of each A, is a Stieltjes matrix, hence that A, is symmetric and positive definite or semiclefinite. It follows from the preceding result that the condition (3.7) is satisfied; on the other hand, since the nonzero principal submatrix of A, is a Stieltjes matrix whose graph includes E, the condition (3.8) is also met. H We finally consider the problem of determining the upper eigenvalue bounds y,; some known values are listed in Table 1 for matrices whose graph is a simple path or loop; in order to resort only to those cases, we suggest the following modification of step 2:
Step 2'. For each 1 E I, determine the structure of A, by choosing its graph ainong the following:
( 1) a simple path from 1 to some j E J, (2) a simple path through 1, from some j E J to some k E J with j z k, (3) a simple loop including both 1 and some j E J, where it is mlderstood that these paths or loops must belong to the graph of 11. For each j E J, let r, denote the number of paths and loops so chosen, which include j. 111 addition, it is apparent from the results listed in Table 1 that one  shonld try (1) to use short paths; (2) to use (Ax-)i > 0 as large as possible; (:3) to avoid sharing the same edges between too many paths. 
EXiMPLES
By way of illustration, we briefly discuss here two typical examples. To have an easy description of the (Stieltjes) matrices A = (a ij) considered in these examples, we shall define each matrix by indicating the values of its entries on a representation of its graph. Specifically, each diagonal entry a i i will be written in a circle representing the i th node, and each nonzero off-diagonal entry a i j will be written along the edge { i, j }; the ordering will be indicated separately. Our examples are described in this way in Figure 1 ; in both cases, A is of order n = A"' and ordered according to the lexicographic ordering in the r-y The last diagonal entry in example 2 is a parameter, denoted h in Figure  1 , and we require h > 1, for otherwise A would not be a Stieltjes matrix; it is however quasi-singdar.
To describe the factorization method used on these examples, let
where P is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal entries and
L=P-E
where -E is the strictly lower triangular part of the (Stieltjes) matrix A. To determine P, let x > 0 be such that with (D-E).r>O, where I) = diag( A), and compute the successive entries of P according to the following niles:
(2) otherwise, set where the value of h is still open to discussion (see below).
The choice of x will not be discussed (its existence follows from the corollary of Theorem 3.2 in [3]); in our examples, we use x = e, where ~1 is the vector whose all components are equal to unity.
We shall discuss both examples together. Before entering this discussion, let us notice that the factorization algorithm considered here is a locally perturbed version of the one used for the examples worked in [S] and that it does not modify the performance obtained previously in all cases where the results of [4] do apply, since no local perturbations are introduced when I is empty.
This bo~mcl is obviously inaccurate for small vahles of A, and it can hardly I)e of any llse when h +C l/X. For X of the order of l/S or larger, it has the nlerit of predicting a numerically attractive functional variation with S.
Nlullerical comparisons have shown that this behavior parallels the actual variation of vI, with A', although the error remains very large in all cases. Theorem :3.1 of [4] gives of course a better bouncl which, while difficult to handle allalytically, can readily be computed. It is not much better however from a qualitative point of view.
To the knowledge of the author, all other bounds published so far are qiialitatively lvorse.
For these reasons, any (qualitatively valid) conclusion that might be clra\vn from available upper bounds can only display the sufficiency of (ulfficiently large) local perturbations, not their necessity.
4..3. l~orwr Eigrllcalue Rounds
W'e follow the procedure described in Section 3 stq, 1. We use x = e in both cases: the sets J are J= {j=(r-l)X+q withr=Sorq=S} for example 1,
I= {n}
for example 2.
Step 2'. We use the subgraphs of the graph of A represented in Figure   2 . We have ri = 1 for j E J, j f n, while r,, = 0 in example 1; all subgraphs inchlcle the node n in example 2, whence r,, = 2N-3 in that case.
Step 3. We use, for all I E I, Nuu~erical comparisons covering these and many other examples have shown that the bounds obtained by following our procedure are (at least) reasonably accurate in all cases. The problem of estimating lower bounds seems therefore completely solved.
3.3.
Convergence Properties As recalled in the introduction, the convergence properties of the (polynomially accelerated) associated iterative scheme are governed by the ratio y = V, / v,, of the pencil A -vB, which can now be bounded.
For example 1, we have
in particular, when A = l/N, 1 q2 3(3N-1) =o ; i 1 ;
As far as we know, this result is not covered by existing theories.
For example 2, we have and when X = l/N
4N-6
What happens in this case is that the lower bound decreases much faster with increasing X than in the previous case. In order to keep it sufficiently large, one should require h s l/N. Unfortunately, available upper bounds are rrseless in this range.
other examples may be considered, displaying a continuous range of behavior between those reported above. They may be characterized by Card( J ) as well as by the values of (Ax), for j E J the decrease of the lower bound with increasing h is indeed accelerated when anyone of these parameters decreases.
Other families of examples may also be considered, ranging between those requiring no local perturbations and those considered above; Card( I ) is then a critical parameter, since the decrease of the lower bound with increasing X may only be accelerated when Card( 1) is increased.
Another Approach
Though inspired by the work of Gustafsson [7] , our technique does not generalize his approach. Such a generalization has been initiated by Axelsson and Barker [2] , and it also issued in a procedure to apply in specific cases, but of a more limited scope. Indeed, it makes use of a graph concept, called a "set of path (Z',), E, based on a node set Z " [2] , which severely limits the size of the node set Z where local perturbations may be introduced. In particular, the two examples discussed here could not be covered in this way.
It is tnle however that simple generalizations (obtained for example by splitting the set I into two or more subsets) could be used and would lead to the correct order of magnitude (at least in the case of example l), but a fail comparison would require a deeper refinement of the Axelsson-Barker approach and lies outside the scope of the present work.
CONCLUSION
In the author's opinion, the algebraic analysis of (polynomially accelerated) factorization iterative methods applied to Stieltjes matrices, developed in [4] and [5] , was more elegant than the geometrical approach developed by Axelsson's school. But it was more limited in its scope as a consequence of having disregarded the problem of estimating lower eigenvalue bounds. Since the latter question has been answered here in a (hopefully) complete way, the algebraic approach at least matches now the scope of the geometrical approach.
FlIrther, these results have been obtained without introducing distributed perturbations,
showing that the latter are (most probably) never necessary when the length of the longest increasing path in the graph of the matrix L (or cr ), i.e. the lower (or upper) approximate triangular factor, is not too large. It may be noticed that the latter condition accounts in some sense for the sparsity of the matrix L.
